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ABSTRACT 

In sophisticated modern industrial complexes, thousands of workers are engaged simultaneously. The modern industrial system is 

so complex that all jobs are highly specialized. As a consequence of extreme departmentalization and division of work there is 

growth of individualism in modern industry. There is no common or uniting thread  between workers and management. For that 

security trade unionism is necessary for giving the rights to the employees. To restrain the management from taking any action 

which is irrational, illogical, discriminatory or per-judicial to the interest of labour. Under ordinary conditions the employers tend 

to exploit the workers to the maximum.  Worker are removed from  services. Trade union try to secure the workers  benefits of 

leave, permanency and promotion. Trade union is a source where in employees can put their opinions and problems. Collective 

bargaining is the instrument. In case the demands of the union members are not excepted they may use instruments like gherao,go-

slow, pen down,Strike etc..The existence of a strong and recognized trade union is a per-requisite to industrial peace. My focus of 

research is to study the  case with reference to M.S.E.D.C.L. Akola Division for analysis of trade unionism among the employees. 

Index Term—  Collective bargaining, industrial peace, trade unionism, union. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As per Sec 2(b) of the Trade Union Act, 1926, “a trade union 

is any combination of persons, whether temporary or 

permanent, formed primarily to regulate the relations between 
workmen and employers or workmen and workmen or 

employers and employers and for imposing restrictive 

conditions on the conduct of any trade or business and include 

any federation of two or more trade unions” 

      There is a motto of all trade union that is “Union is 

strength”. 

     M.S.E.D.C.L. Akola Division has their trade unions who 

are affiliated to their state working committee. There are seven 

types of trade union present in Akola and different grades 

employees join accordingly. There are near about 8300 trade 

union members in Akola District. 

           Since human behavior is goal directed, the employees 

will join a union if some of their wants can be fulfilled by 

membership in a union. Trade unions exist because an 

individual worker has very little power to influence decisions 

that are made about job.  Therefore, the main purpose of a 

trade union is to protect and improve people's pay and 

conditions of employment. [Taylor R. (1994)]1. 

        Trade unions take particularly keen interest in the rights 

of their members who are likely to suffer from direct or 

indirect discrimination. Another important function of trade 

unions is improving health and safety at work.  
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        As trade union plays a very crucial role for development 

of social activities, protect employee‟s rights against unfair 

practices of management, improving health and safety at work. 

We read the cases related with workers and their Trade Unions 

in magazines and news paper. My focus of research is to study 

the aspects related with trade unionism by considering the case 

with reference to M.S.E.D.C.L. Akola Division. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The research problem is to investigate the levelheadedness of 

trade union act, rights and liabilities of the union. 

2.1 SCOPE  

Today in this competitive era organizations continue with their 

out sourcing process. Organization has a very wide scope for 

out sourcing as educated, experienced, knowledgeable 

candidates are in a Que which are provided by the out sourced 

agency. The situation arise the feeling of insecurity among the 

employees. No one knows when and for what reason the 

organization stop the employment. Day-by-day organization 

prefer in reducing the number of employees and increasing the 
work load of the present. Organization may not bother about 

the work tense, which lead to frustrations and addiction of 

alcohol etc. This research extends to bring some middle trap 

wherein the union should protect with management support. 

       The existence of a strong and recognized trade union is a 

per-requisite to industrial peace.  

      In every sector may  be a government, semi-government or 

private employees are present and they may have to suffer the 

same  problems related with wages, working conditions, 

security of service, termination, exploitation etc. so there is a 

need to study this era and find some concrete solutions . 
      Trade unions help in accelerated pace of economic 

development in many ways as by helping in the recruitment 

and selection of workers, by inculcating discipline among the 

workforce and by enabling settlement of industrial disputes in 

a rational manner. It is the burning issue in today‟s 

employment scenario. 

 

2.2 OBJECTIVE  

 

1. To study the power of Collection bargaining and others such 

as strikes, negotiations etc.with reference to case, in 

Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution Company 

Limited (M.S.E.D.C.L) Amravati Zone at Akola. 

 

2. To study the procedure of conveying the problems of 

members of trade union to the management related with 

better working condition, equal Remuneration, working 
hours, security of service etc. and how management 

responding to their problems related with employees in 

Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution Company 

Limited (M.S.E.D.C.L) Amravati Zone at Akola with 

reference to case study. 

 

2.3 HYPOTHESIS 

 

 
The trade union of Akola is essentially an organization of 

the workers to act together, and make possible collective 

bargaining. The strike being their weapon of last resort to 

be used only after negotiations has broken down. 
 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

Researcher used the method of interview which was conducted 

with trade union leader of MSEDCL Amravati Zone at Akola. 

I take advanced appointment of trade-union leader of 

Worker’s federation  for having the structured interview.  

Qualitative research approach 
 As for having the precise analysis of the title case 

study are considered . Characteristically case study allows for 

an in-depth investigation and analysis of the case and is 

therefore suitable for research question that required detailed 

understanding of social or organizational process because of 

context rich data often obtained as a result of focusing on the 

case [Hartley 2004]2. 

4. CASE STUDY 

 

Agitation against the harsh behavior of Superintending 

Engineer at Akola.  

         

         Every where administration expect discipline, hard work 

& time bound goal from their workers. Naturally if they do not 

act on these aspects they cannot achieve the goal of 

satisfaction of their customers. 

 Electricity being important & emergent factor of life, 

the MSEB officials try to stand at no.1. For this they had to 

maintain continuity of supply, redressal of customer‟s 

complaint, their satisfaction, healthy energy audit & 100 % 
recovery of electricity bill. To achieve the goal the officer had 

to work round „O‟ clock.  He had to consider the man power 

with him, the infrastructure available, maintenance material 

available & transport.  And then the officer has to plan the 

modus of working.   Without considering tools & plan if he 

issues the order to work you can imagine the position of the 

workers. 

 One of the officer of the thought that, “Hum Kare So 

Kayada.” Joined at Akola circle in the year 2012. Since 

joining his behavior was adamant with the subordinates. 

Smooth working word was not in his dictionary. 
 Issue of confidential letter, warnings, charge sheet, 

fine & suspension was only the part of his duty.  All the 

employee in technical cadre from Jan Mitra to Engineer & 

from clerk to officer, all were working under tremendous 

pressure.  All were fed up due to various disciplinary actions.  

Nobody was in a position to face boldly. 

 After a period of 2-3 months after joining the officer 

all the trade union leaders had joint meeting & discussed the 

pressure building working condition.  But no union leader was 

coming to front take the leadership of prospective agitation.  

Lastly the leaders of workers federation decided to take 

leadership & other unions to provide back up. 
 As per discussion in the joint meeting of all trade 

unions, the workers federations issued a notice for breaking of 

industrial peace due to harassment to the workers.  The notice 

served was signed by all the office bearers of the union. 

 Naturally on survival of notice the Superintending 

Engineer called a meeting of union leaders.  The first meeting 

could not reached the conclusion.  2nd round, 3rd round of 

discussions over but no solution. 

 The joint action committee members wrote to 

Managing Director of MSEDCL to intervene & transfer of 

adamant officer. Also the state council of all unions taken the 
issue seriously with corporate office.  The employees after 

office hours were gathered before the circle office & given the 

slogans during the gate meeting. The strength of union 
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members was increasing day by day.  The Industries Relation 

Officers & The public Relation officer were reporting the 

tense situation to corporate office. The local leaders also met 

the Member of Parliament (MP) of the area & submitted the 

representation from all the way the pressure of built up on the 

administration.  Lastly the corporate office of MSEDCL issued 

transfer order of the officer. This was the significant success 

under the leadership of workers federation. 

 

5. ANALYSIS 

 The above case study shows how the adamant officer was 

transferred from the Akola which shows the power of 

Collection bargaining . It also reflects the step by step actions 

taken by the trade union. It also shows the problem solving 

machinery. Trade union builds the pressure on the 

administration through corporate office. Trade union can 

solved the problems of employees and members can be 

protected against the harassment. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

By viewing results of data analysis and detailed discussions it 

is found that unions under study have been proved successful 

in securing workers welfare. As per study Collective 

bargaining is the important instrument of the trade union of 

MSEDCL. 
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